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Abstract. Sequential compositions of tree automata, called selective products, are introduced as 
a connection of processors computing functions. Decidability results are established for the unary 
case. These results are related to classical automata theory. 
1. Introduction 
NO sequential realization is known for tree automata. Therefore, to process a tree 
in a tree automaton, one should take a tree-shaped network formed by certain copies 
of the given automaton which is similar to the tree under computation. This network 
can be considered a connection of one-operation algebras (or a connection of 
processors computing functions). Thus, the realization of one-operation algebras 
by means of composition deserves a special attention. For practical reasons, it is 
desirable to choose one-operator algebras as components of such compositions. 
However, the known compositions of one-operation algebras are equivalent o their 
quasidirect products, and the quasidirect product has little representation power. 
To increase the capacity of compositions of one-operator algebras, in this paper we 
introduce the concept of the selective product and, for every nonnegative integer i, 
that of the selective a,-product. The selective product is that counterpart o the 
product in which, instead of the feedback function, a similar function is used to 
select ~1 jmponent algebras active at the given moment. 
The paper is organized as follows. The first section is devoted to recalling the 
concept of products of algebras. The second section contains the definition of 
selective products and selective c+products, as well as a discussion on their relation 
to ordinary products. Finally, the third section exhibits some resu!ts for the unary 
case. These results might be of interest. even from a classical automata-theoretic 
point of view. 
In this paper we shall deal with finite universal al ras 
operator do-naira is a finite nonvoid set F of 
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m-av operational symbols. The integer m is called the rank type of F, and we put 
r(f) = m for all f e F. All operator domains will be assumed to have rank type m 
for a fixed integer m > 0. In the case that F is a singleton, its unique element is 
usually denoted f: An F-algebra is a pair A = (A, { f A 1 f E F}) where A is a finite 
nonvoid set and fA is a mapping A” + A for each f e F. For the sake of notational 
convenience, we often write f for f A. Accordingly, an F-algebra is also written as 
a pair (A, F), or (A, f) if F is a singleton. In the latter case we speak about a 
one-operator algebra. 
Our fundamental notion is that of the (general or GluSkov-type) product of 
algebras (see [ 121 for the unary case and [ 181 for the present generalization). Let 
A,=(A,, F,) (te[k]={I,..., k), ka 1) be algebras with rank type m. Take a 
napping 
Q:(&X* l xAJ’xF+F~x--xFk 
where F is any operator domain. (The function Q is called the feedback function of 
the product, and is sometimes given as a family of mappings Q~ : (A, x l l l x Ak)m x 
F + F,, t E [k].) By the product of the algebras A, with respect o F and y> we mean 
the Falgebra A = (A, F) = A, x 0 8 l x Ak( F, Q) with 
and 
A=A,x-xAk 
Pr,(fAh,-.. 9 4) =fNwW, . . . 9 phd), 
wherefcF,a,,..., a, E: A, t E [k]; furthermore, pr, is the tth projection A, x l l l x 
ApA, and 
Some important special cases of the product are the following, cf. [6,9, lo]. Take 
the above defined product A = (A, F) = A, x l l l x Ak( F, Q) and write the feedback 
functions Q~ (t E [k]) as 
Q,(Q~,r~~.,a,k,..~,Qm,,.=~,arnk,f), (aj,, . . . . ajk)~A,j~[m],f~ F. 
We call A 
m an ai-product for an integer i 2 0 if, for every t, Q~ is independent of the variables 
arS with t+isssk; 
- a quasidirect product if, for every t, Q, is independent of any variable a,; 
- a direct product if it is a quasidirect product with F = FI = l - l = Fk and 
Q,(a,,,.=.,Q,k,.~~r~,,,,...,a,~,f)=$, t+l- 
In the case of an ai-product or a quasidirect product we sometimes indicate only 
those variables of the feedback function on which it may depend. For a direct 
product the feedback function is usually not specified at all. Notice that every 
quasidirect product is an a,-product, and every aO-product with a single factor is 
a quasidirect product. 
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By a class of algebras we always mean a nonvoid class of algebras (of a fixed 
rank type m). Let X be a class of algebras. We set 
P,(X): all (general) products of algebras from X, 
P,,(X): all cui-products of algebras from X9 
P,(X): all quasidirect products of algebras from 3C, 
P(X): all direct products of algebras from X, 
S(X): all subalgebras of algebras from St, 
H(X): all homomorphic images of algebras from X, 
I(X): all isomorphic images of algebras from X 
Let 5Y and X0 be classes of algebras (with rank type m), and let /? be any modifier 
g, ai and q. We say that 3C0 is &complete for X if every algebra in X is homomorpkically 
represented by a /?-product of alge ras from X0, i.e., XG HSP&Xf,). (For later use 
we note that HSP,,(X) is just the smallest class containing 5%’ and closed under H, 
S and Pa,. A similar statement is true for the general product and the quasidirect 
product.) In particular, a class X0 P-complete for the class X of all algebras (with 
rank type m) is referred to as a /3-complete class. Complete classes of automata, i.e., 
algebras with rank type 1, have been the subject of a number of investigations, ee, 
e.g., 12-5, 7, IO, 11, 165 As regards arbitrary algebras, there is not much known at 
present. For related work, see [6, 18, 191. 
Some more notation: Let (a,, . . . , ak) be a vector and v = (il, . . . , i,) with 1 s il c 
*.o<i,gSSt~l.Wethenwritepr,(a,,...,at~)=(a~,,...,ir,,).GivenasetAand 
UEA, the vector (a,..., a) E A” (n 3 1) is denoted by u” for short. If 
are vectors, we put (a ,,..., ak)=(a,, ,..., a,, ,,..., akl,. ..,aknr.). 
For all unexplained notions from universal algebra and formal languages ee any 
standard book on the subject such as [13, 171. 
3. Selective products 
Before defining the concept of the selective product, let us note that for a system 
SP={Ai=(A,J)(iE[k]}, it is assumed thatJ#J if i#j (i,je[k]). Recall that all 
algebras to be considered are supposed to have a fixed rank type m. 
Let .Y, = {A, = (A,,Jj) 1 j E [n,]} (n, > 0, t E [k 1, k > 0) be systems of algebras. Take 
a mapping 
p:(A,x- l l xAJ’+((~,,. . .,jk)jj&n,], t~[k]). 
Let $ be an operational symbol with r(f) = m and iet A = (A, f ) &x-rote the 
quasidirect product of j;nk* The pair ( 
called the selective product (s-product) of 9, , . . . , Sp, with respect o the selective 
function 4p. The funct n 9, yielding the tth corn orient of <p is the tth coVJo~ent 
sezective function of ( 
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Next we define special s-products. Take the above s-product (A, p). If there exists 
anirOsuchthat,foreverytE[k],q,(aIr,~..,al~9 . . . . a,, ,..., a,&sindependent 
of any arS with t+ I a G s s k, then (A, (p ) is a selective cui-product (s-oi-product ). 
Again, take the s-product (A, p). A subset A’ of A, x - l = x Ak is closed for ( 
if(a,, ,..., alk) ,..., (a,, ,..., a,&A’implies 
pr,(.fA((a~:, . . . 9 a:;>, . . . 9 (a:,, . . . 3 azk))) E A’, 
where v = cg(a,,, . . . , alk,. . . , a,,,, . . . . , a,,& To every such A’ we associate the 
f-algebra = (A’, f) given by 
=pr,(fA((O~:,. - . . , a::), . . . 9 (a:,, . . . v a2k))), 
where a ,,,..., alk ,..., a,, ,..., amk and v are the same as above. 
We say that an s-product (A, q) with A = (A, f) homomorphically represents an 
f-algebra B if there is a subset A’S A closed for (A, Q) that can be mapped 
homomorphically onto BS 
Take a system 9 = {Ai = (A,h) 1 i E [k]}, k > 0. Define the algebra A9 = (A, F) by 
F={f,,...,f,} and 
ff.y(a,, . . . ,am)=fiAi(a,,...,anr) (a,,...,a,EA,iE[k]). 
Conversely, let A = (A, F) be an algebra with F = {fi, . . . ,fk}. To A we assign the 
system Sp, = 4 & = ( AJf;:) 1 f E [k]} of components of A such that, for every i E [k], the 
realizations of h in Ai and A coincide, i.e., f Al = f A. 
The following two statements give the basic relation between s-products and 
products. 
Proposition 3.1. Let 9, = {A, = (A,,cf;i) ]j E [n,]} (n, > 0, t E [k], k > 0) be systems of 
algebras. Assume that an algebra A’ = (A’, f) can be represented homomorphicatly by 
an s-product (s-ai-product ) (A, (9) of .Y, , . . . , Yk. Then a product (ai-product) B of 
A Jj, , . . . , A, homomorphically represents A.
Proof. Obviously, A’ = A, x l l l x Ak is closed for (A, Q). Therefore, it is enough to 
show the existence of a product (q-product) B of A:/, , . . . , A, such that B is 
isomorphic to XQ. For this, let 
B=A~/,x-- 
l x A:,,(.L Q’) 
with 
where j=q,(a,, ,..., alk ,..., a, ,,..., a,&. it is clear that B is an ai-product if 
, Q) is an s-cu,-product and, under the identity mapping on A, AQ 
are isomorphic. •p 
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Proposition 3.2. Let A, = (A,, 6) (tE[k lgebras with r;;={fit,... . 
( n, > 0, t E [k]). Assume that an algebra ’ = (A’,f) can be represent& homom 
tally by a product (oi*produU) cp’). Then A’ can be represent 
orphically by an s-produ 9) ofY4aIP*.,x41i. 
Proof. For arbitrary &,. l . , alA), . . .) (amI,. . . , a,& 
jci[n,] let 
Ql(a,,,...,a,li,....,a,,,....,a,k)=j 
if and only if 
Q:(a II,*‘*9 alk,-,amt,-..,amk, f) =J;j* 
Clearly, (B, Q) is an s-ai-product if and only if A is an ai- product. 
for B=A,x--0 x Ak, the identity mapping on B gives an isomorphism between 
and i!i~. q 
For a class X of algebras, we set D(X) = U (tsP, 1 A E X). Moreover, if X is a class 
of one-operator algebras, then let 
C(~)={AyISP={Ai=(A,~)li=l,...,k} forsome 
A I,*==, A,EXand k>O}. 
Let X be an arbitrary class of one-operator algebras. We say that an s-product 
(s-ai-product) (A, Q) of systems 9, = {A, lj E [n,]} (n, > 0, t E [k], k > 0) is an S- 
product (s-ai-product) over X if, for each pair t, j ( t E [k], j E En,]), A, E X. Further, 
X is homomorphically s-complete (s-a,-complete) if every one-operator algebra can 
be represented homomorphically by an s-product (s-ai-product) over X. Since, for 
every ziass X of one-operator algebras, the equality (C(X)) = X holds, from 
Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 we obtain the following proposition. 
Gwoilary 3.3. Let X be a class of one-operator algebras. A one-operator algebra 
can be representad homomorphically b an s-product (s-ai-product ) over X if and only 
if A E HSP,C( X) (A E HSP,,C( X)). In particular, X is homomorphically s-complete 
(s-ai-complete) if and only if C(X) is g-complete (q-complete) for the class of all 
one-operator algebras. 
Algebras with rank type 1 are called unary algebras. In particular, a one-operator 
unary algebra is referred to as a l-wary algebra. The main goal of this section is 
to show the existence of an al 
class X of unary algebras if ,,( 2X). Conseq 
homomorphically represe by an s-a,- product over a finite class of l-wary 
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algebras. This result seems to be of interest even from a classical automata-theoretic 
point of view for it is an open problem whether the inclusion ,(W is 
decidable for an arbitrary automaton A and a finite ~1~;s X of autorrdta, i.e., unary 
algebras. Our decidability result 3s then used in giving examples of a,-complete 
classes of unary algebras for the class of all l-unary algebras and hence, examples 
of s-+-complete classes of 1-unary algebras. The section ends with similar results 
with regard to general products and cui-products with i 2 1. 
Theorem 4.1. Let A be a 1 -unapt algebra and X a finite class of unary aigebras. It is 
decidable whether A E HSP,(X). 
Prwf_ Since every direct product is an cr,--pruduct, A E HSP,(X) if and only if 
HSP( { A}) c HSP,( X). The class HSP( { ,-1}) is :ne collection of all finite members 
of the equational clazs generated by A. Since finitely generated free algebras are 
finite in this equational class, for every integer n 3 0, HSP({A}) contains a free 
1-unary algebra A, on n generators. Due to the fact that the operations are unary, 
equational classes of unary algebras are uniquely determined by their free algebras 
on two generators. Consequently, HSP({A}) c HSP,(X) if and only if A2 E 
HSP,(X). Given A, the free I-unary algebra At can be constructed in an effective 
way, e.g., as the l-unary algebra of all algebraic polynomials of A in two variables. 
Thus, in order to decide whether A E HSP,(X), it suffices to check whether A2 is 
in HSP,(X) or not. 
Next we list (up to isomorphism) all free 1-unary _fialgebras on two generators. 
Given integers n 20 and m>O, put &,,=([n+m],f), where 
Now, we have the following possibilities for AZ: 
(1) The disjoint sum of C, m with itself, i.e., A2 = (( 1, . . . , n + m, l’, = = l , 9 
(n+m)‘},f) with 
f0 { i = 
i+l ifi<n+m, 
n+l ifi=n+m; 
(ii- 1)’ ifi<n+m 
‘(+{(n+l)’ ifi=n+mI 
(2) Two disjoint copies of C,, l with ‘topmost’ elements identified, i.e., A2 = 
(0 ,. . . , n-l-l, l’, . . ., n’},f), where 
f0 { i = 
i+l if i<n+l, 
n+l ifi=n+I; 
‘I 
f0 { 
(i-t-1)’ ifi<n, 
2 = 
YB -I- 1 if i=n. 
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In the first ca~z we have OH, wh 
I-unary algebra ([2], .f), .f CXEX, 
({C&)). ‘Thus, trr complete the proof, it suffices to establish the decidability of 
is any of the algebras CQ m, G, 1 and 
in Proposition 4.4 and Corollaries 4.8 and 4.ld. Cl ’ 
. This is accomplished 
.2. A class 3 of unary algebras is u,-complete for the class of all 1 -unary 
algebras if and only if 
(9 G,m E HSP,(X) for all m > 0, 
(ii) Cn,, E HSP,( X) for all n 3 0, 
(iii) Do E HSP,(X). 
It should be noted that it is enough to require (i) above for every prime power m. 
Before turning to the decidability of the inclusion Co,, E ,(Yl) we need some 
preparations. Let F be a unary operator domain. Denote by F* the free monoid of 
all words over F including the empty word h. We denote by ]u] the length of a 
word u E F* and, for every n 2 0, set F” = {u E F* 1 lul = n}. Given a unary algebra 
A = (A, F), the action uA of a word u E F” in is defined inductively: AA is the 
identity mapping on A; (fu)” = f" l u A, where function composition, denoted l , is 
written from right to left. If no confusion arises, we write u for uA. (The functions 
uA are just the algebraic polynomials in one variable over A.) Take a nonempty 
word u E F*. We will say that a unary algebra A = (A, F) contains a cycle with 
length k> 1 under u (or uA) if there is an a E A such that uk(a) = a but u’(a) # u’(a) 
whenever 0~ i < j< k. Of course, the powers of a word u are defined by u” = A, 
U 
k+l 
=uuk, kZ-O/Thus, (u~)~=(u~)~=u~-...- uA (k times). 
Proposition 4.3. Let X be a class of unary algebras. Co,,, E ,,( X) if and onlv if 
there is a multiple k of m with C0.k E ISP,,(X). CO,, E ISP,, if and only if one of 
the following two conditions holds: 
(i) An A = (A, F) in X contains a cycle with length k under an operational symbol 
in F. 
(ii) It holds that k > 1 ;,furthermore, there are an integer 1 < k, < k 
in Yl such that k is a multiple of k, , cO,k, E ,,( X) and, finally, 
of length k/k, under a word u E F kl. 
r@@f. The first statement is obvious. Suppose CO,k E ISP,,{X). Let 
A,,(f, 4p j be an Lu,-product with Ai = (Ai, Fi) in YC which contains an i 
e ma> assume that n is the lowest numbe 
We ? ee that X satisfi (i). Suppose n > 1. 
relation 0 on C by c 6 d if and onl; if pri( c) = pr,- 
a congruence relation of C Denote by factor algebra of 
8, Obviously, C/0 is isomorphic to Co, e divisor k, of k. 
of n and since n > 1, 1-c k, < k. 
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,, so that A = A,, F = F,. It is an easy matter to show that an a,-product 
Q’) also contains a subalgebra, say ‘= (C’J ), isomorphic to 
(1, a)E C’ and define J = Q#, f), & [k,], u =f& *fl- It f~~~~~s that Ukl 
and ui(a)# d(a) whenever O~i<j< k/k,, i.e., contains a cycle of length k/k, 
under u. Thus, X satisfies (ii). 
Conversely, if 3% satisfies (i) = (A, F), then CO,k is arly isomorphic to 
a subalgebra of an cuO-product Suppose that Co&, E I (30 for an integer 
1 c kl < k and that an A = (A, F) in X has a cycle of length k/k, under a word 
u =fk, . . .fi E Fkl. Define the cuO-product C()k, X A(L Q) by cpl(f) =f, pz(i,f) =$, i E 
[k,]. We see that this cuO-product has a subalgebra isomorphic to C& Cl 
4. Let X be a finite class of unary algebras. It is decidable if CD,,, E 
. = (Ai, Fi) 1 i E [n]}. It follows from Proposition 4.3 that whenever 
And p is a prime divisor of m, then p s card( Ai) for some i E [n]. 
Let Q={pI,..., pl} be the collection of all primes not exceeding max{card(Ai) 1 i = 
1 9-*-9 n}. Q is nonvoid or X consists of trivial algebras, i.e., Ai is singleton for each 
i. The latter case, being trivial, can be discarded. We are going to construct a 
right-linear grammar G over the set Q such that the language L(G) generated by 
@ has the following properties: 
(9 If pi,**. pi, E L(G), then CO,~ E WSP,,(X), where m is the product 
pi, l l l l l pi, (thus, m = 1 if t = 0). 
,,(X), then m = pi, l . . . * pi, for a word pi, . . . pi, E L(G). 
First let G’ be the right-linear grammar with nonterminals in the set { UO} u N 
with iJ& N and 
N={(U,,..., U,Jlfor some k 3 1, ‘Ji = {uAi 1 u E F:}}, 
with terminals in Q, start symbol V, and productions (l), (2) and (3) below: 
(1) Foreveryk=pi,*...*Pi,(i,,. _ . , i, E [I]) such that one of the members of X, 
contains a cycle of length k under an f E Fi, we have the production 
(2) For every (U, ,... 9 U,JE N, integer k=pi, ‘...*p,.,>l (iI ,..., i&P]), we 
have the production 
(U,*...qU*)3Pil.~-Pir(U:...q U>)q 
where U: = {z&l l . . . l Z&I ufl, . . . , u$ E Vi} (i E [n]), provided that there is an index 
contains a cycle 
(3) Forevery(U,,...,U,,)E 
Representation 
4.3, it is straightforward show L( G’) satisfies (**j 
replaced from 6’ by 
independently replacing each occurrence of the pi’s in the productions by pi or h. 
Clearly, t(G) is the image of L( G’) under the substitution pi + (pi, A}, i E [I]. 
Therefore. G satisfies both (*) and (**). 
It is now easy to check if Co,,, is in f m has a prime divisor other 
than the primes pl,. . . , pI, then C,,,, is ,(X). Otherwise, check if the 
prime factorization of m has an arrangement pi, l . . . l pi, with pi, . . . pi, E L(G). Since 
G is a right-linear grammar, it is deci If such an arrangement is found, then 
Co,m EHSP,,(X), while we have C~,, ,,(Yl) in the opposite case. Cl 
Corollary 4.5. There exists no Jinite class of unary algebras cwO-complete for the class 
of all 1 -unary algebras. Or even, there is nojnite class X with {C,,, ] n 2 1) E a&o 
It should be noted that Corollary 4.5 was f=rrst observed in [g] and that it also 
follows from the Krohn-Rhodes Decomposition Theorem (see [ll]). 
Remark. Let X be a finite class of unary algebras and define the set Q = (p, , . . . , p,} 
as in the proof of Proposition 4.4. Set 
L(X)={pi, l l l pi, E Q*l Co,, E SPuo(X) where m = pi, l . . . * pi,}. 
For every i E rl], either {pi}* c L(X) or there is a highest integer ni 20 with 
jh, Pi, I . . , pri) E L(X). Thus, L(X) is obviously a regular language; in fact, it is the 
commutative closure of the language L(G) constructed in the proof of Proposition 
4.4. What is nontrivial is that L(YQ is efFectively constructible, i.e., an algorithm 
can be given to produce a right-linear grammar generating L(X) (or a regular 
expression denoting L(X)). 
Let x be a symbol. The language {x’~ 1Co_,,, E lx,W)~ is a context-sensitive 
language and could be constructed in an effective way, too. 
Proposition 4.6. Let n 2 1. C,, , E HSP,,,( Yf) if and on!y ifan 
following structure: there are a,, 
= (A, F) in X has the 
a,,a&aiEA,foE Fandu, U’E F”-‘suchthata,Pa:, 
J;,(a,) = fo(a:), u(a,) = a1 and u’(a[‘) = a:. 
oof. Suppose Cn,, E ,,,(Yt). Let A, x n l l x ,JJ; tp) be an a,-product with 
tors from YC contain subalgebra C = (C, f) at can be mapped hcmomorphi- 
tally onto Cn,, . Let k be minimal with this property. Similarly, we may also ass 
that no proper subalgebra of is mapped homomorphically onto C,,,l. Thus, 
isomorphic to C,,,,, for some 
If k= 1, then put ,,,* is isomorphic to a subalgebra of the 
(J; cp j and C,,,,, has the require 
=f and u = u’=r-‘, so has 
on Cbyc0d ifandonlyifpr,(c)=pr,(d), iE[k--l].Therelation 8isacongruence 
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relation and, by the minimality of k, C/0 is isomorphic to C&m, for some nl and 
m, such that n, < n and lytl is a divisor of m. It is also easily seen that C, and hence 
c n,m, is isomorphic to a subalgebre C’ = (C’, f) of an a,-product C&,,,,, x
where A = Ak SO that A = Ak and F = Fk. Set C' = (~1, . . . , Cn+m} with f( ci) = Ci+l , 
l - z- 1 ,...,n+m-1, and f(cn+m)=cn+l* Define aO=pr2(cI), a,=pr&,), aA= 
Pr2(Cm+*), a’, = Prz(G+m ). Since nl < n and m, is a divisor of m, prl(cn) =prl(cn+m). 
COnseqUentIy, a,#U: and Qi(Cn,f)=Qk(Cn+m,f)* ht fo=Q$(Cn,f), U= 
f n-1 . . . f *,u’= f 
I 
n_l . ..fi With5=Q$(Ci,f), fi=Qi(Cm+i, f) , i=l,..., n-l. It fOl- 
lows that A has the structure as stated. 
Conversely, we first show that, under the assumptions on A, there are 
b bn+m Ir-•-, EA (ynal), gl,..., g,,EF with biZ6, if i#j, i,j=n ,..., n+m, 
g,(b,) = blr l ’ ’ , gn-l(bn-1) = bn, gn(ht) = bn+l, l l l , gn(bn+m-1) = bn+m, gn(h+m) = 
b n+l l Let u=fn+. . .f,, u’=f~-l.. . fi. We distinguish three cases. 
Case 1: f&(aI,) = a: for some t> 0. Let m be the lowest such integer t. Put bl = ao, 
b,=f,(b,), . . . , bn =h-,(b,,_, j, bn+l =x#, j, . . . , bn+m =fo(bn+m_l), gi -3, i z 
1 ,***, n - 1, gn =fo. (Thus, b, = aI, b,,, = a’,.) 
Case 2: fk( a,) = al for some t > 0. This case is symmetrical to the previous one. 
Case 3: Otherwise. Starting with a,, successively compute ai+* = fo(ai) (i = 
1,2, . . .) until the first repetition occurs, i.e., ai = aj for some i <j. Clearly, i 3 2. Let 
m = j - i, v = fiB2u. Write v as v = vlv2 with Iv11 = n + m - 1. Clearly, v1 = frgn_l . . . g, 
for some gl, . . , gn-1 E F. Define b, = ~,(a,), b2 = g,( b,), . . . , b, = g,_*( bn_l), b,,, = 
fo(b,), l l ‘3 h+m =fo(bn+m-1) and gn =fo* (Thus, bn = ai- and bn+m = aj-1 l ) 
We now use induction on n to prove that Cn,l E HSP,(X). If n = 1, then the 
Go-product A(_& Q), where Ql(f) = g,, has a subalgebra isomorphic to C,,,,. This 
subalgebra is then mapped homomorphically onto C,,, . Let n > 1 and suppose the 
result for n - 1. The induction hypothesis yields C,_,,, E HSP,( X). Define an 
cu,-product Cn-11 , xA(f,Q) bY QAfbX Q2(kf)=gi, ~~[nl. The pair 
(~(l,b,),=.. , tn, bn), (n, bn+lJ, l l l , (n, ht+mJ},J’) is a subalgebra of this product 
isomorphic to C,,,. 0 
Note that we have also proved the following variant of Proposition 4.6. 
Proposition 4.7. Cn,l E HSP,,(( X) for a class X of unary algebras and an integer n 2 1 
ifandonlyifforanA=(A, F) inXtherearea,ao,...,amEA(m~l),foE F,uE F”-’ 
with ai#a, if %j, i,j=O ,..., m, fo(ao)=a ,,..., fo(am_,)==am, fo(a,)=al and 
u(a) -= a,. 
For anyjinite class Yf of wary algebras and integer n 3 I., it is decidable 
whether Cm.1 E HSP,(X). 
ark. Let YC be a finite class of unary algebras, Yl is cr,-complete for the class 
1 n a 1) if and only if some = (A, F) En YC with card(A) = m 22 has the 
following structure: there are a,, a,, a& ai E A, f;,~ FL II, 24% F” with a, f a’,, _ - 
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fo(Q,) =fo(a$ u(ao) = a1 9 u’( a;) = a :. Again, it can be expressed equivalently as 
follows: for an A = (A, F) in X there are 4, cpo, . . . , a,,, E A (m 2 I.), f. E F, u, v E F* 
with ai # aj if i #j, i, j = 0,. . . z m, u Z h, fo(ao) = al,. . . , fo(a,,,_,) = a,,,, fo(a,) = aI 
and u(a) = a, v(a) = ao. In all other cases there is a highest integer n with Cn,, E 
HSP,(X). This integer n is effectively computable. 
Proposition 4.9. The following three conditions are equivalent for any class X of unary 
algebras. 
(i) Do E HSP,(X). 
(ii) Do E HSP,(X). 
(iii) For an A = (A, F) in X either A contains a cycle with length m > 1 under an 
operational symbol f. E F or there are distinct al, a2 E A and f. E F with fo(ai) = ai, 
i = 1,2. 
DmmnnC c?.+~*n*~ I-B c UCD /W\ mlthrrnrmh t;;;\ ;c falce ft-tr tall A c W I pt A y . . . x 
1 IWIm LIuyyuob UOL AAUA *o\ UG / U*&&LVUbS* \***/ IU *UIUV 1-1 -11 dm b WY. -WI -ai - - 
Ak(f, p) be an a,-product with Ai = (Ai, Fi) E X’ i E [k], which homomorphica!!y 
represents Do. Let k be minimal, and let B = (B, f) be a subalgebra of the product 
that can be mapped homomorphically onto Do. We may assume that no proper 
subalgebra of B has the same property. Since (iii) is false for all A in X, it follows 
that k > 1 and pr,(b) = pq(c) ( =al), b, c E B. But then the cr,-product A2 x l 0 l x 
Ak(.t Q') given by 
cgxa2, l l l 9 ak,f)=Qi+1(a,,...,ak,f) @2~A29-43&-4&) 
has a subalgebra isomorphic to I?. This contradicts the minimality of k. 
To end the proof we show that (iii) implies (ii). Clearly, if fo( a,) = aI, fo(a2) = a2 
for some distinct elements al, a2 E A, then the quasidirect product A(f, q), q(f) = fo, 
has a subalgebra isomorphic to Do. Suppose A contains a cycle of length m > 1 
under an operational symbol fo. Then Co,m is isomorphic to a subalgebra of the 
quasidirect product A(f, cp) with p(f) = fo. In the class HSP({ Co,,}), the free algebra 
on two generators is isomorphic to the disjoint sum of Co,, with itself. On the other 
hand, Do is a homomorphic image of this free algebra. Cl 
Corollary 4.lQ. If is decidable for a finite class X whether Do E HSP,,( X’). 
Next we will give examples of a,-complete classes for the class of all l-unary 
algebras. 
Example 4.11. The trivial example is of course .I?“, =er {Co,,, C”,, 1 m, n 2 1). A 
less trivial example is X2 = {Cp 1 p k a prime) u {E} where CP = ([p]> {f; g}) with 
f(l)=2,..., f(p-l)=p,f(p)=l,g(i)=i(iE[p])andwhere = (121, {sl, g1) with 
2 and g(l)=l. prime p and integer n 30, 
; furthermore, }). The class Y& has proper 
subclasses cyo-complete for the class of all l-unary algebras while for no E Yl, it 
254 Z. hik, E Gtheg 
holds that X2 -{A} is cu,-complete for the class of all l-unary algebras, i.e., X2 is 
minimal. It should be noted that Xz is in fact cu,-complete for the class of all 
commutative unary algebras, see [9]. 
Example 4.12. For every prime p, let Dp = ([~],f) with f(i) = i, i E [p]. Set X= 
{CO+ DP 1 p is a prime} u (C,,,}. Then X is complete for the s-aO-product. 
As regards a,-products, we first recall a useful statement from [l] (see also [lo]). 
For an arbitrary class Z, set P1,,(X) = {A( F, q) 1 A E Zii, A( F, p) is an al-product}. 
Lemma 4.13. HSP,,(X) = H§P,Pr,,(X) $ UP evcay class X of unary algebras. 
It should be noted that a similar statement is true for algebras with any rank type. 
From Lemma 4.13 and Theorem 4.1 it is easy to derive the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.14. Let 38’ be gny finite class of unary algebras and A a 1 -unary algebra. 
It is decidable whether A E HSP,,(Xj. 
On the basis of Propositions 4.3,4.6,4.7, and 4.9 and the above lemma, it is not 
difficult to give necessary and sufficient conditions ensuring Co,,, E HSP,,(X), C”,, E 
HSP,,(X) and &E HSP,,(X). We omit the details. Let us however mention that, 
for a finite X, { Cn.l 1 n 3 1) c HSP,,(X) if and only if for an A = (A, F) E .?T it holds 
that there are a E A, f,, f2E F and u E F* with f,(a) #f,(a), uf,(a) = a. Take a class 
X of unary algebras. Since X is q -complete for the class of all 1-unary algebras 
if and only if PI,,(X) is cyo- complete for the class of all 1 -unary algebras and since 
there is no finite a,-complete class for the class of all l-unary algebras, the same 
holds for q-completeness. An example of an q-complete class for the class of all 
I-unary algebras is for instance any infinite subclass of the class X = {C, 1 n a 1) 
where L”, = ([n], {A g}) is defined as CP above (see [4], where a comg;ete description 
is given). 
Open problem. Does there exist a minimal q-complete class for the class of all 
I-unary ai’gebras? (By the main result in 133, the nonexistence of such a cla%s would 
imply the nonexistence of a minimal cr,-complete class, hence answering a problem 
posed in [IO].) 
We now turn our attention to general products and q-products with i 2 2. The 
following general results are from [Z, 7]. Kecall that a unary algebra A = (A, F) 
satisfies Leticevskii’s criterion (cf. 1161) if and only if, for some a E A, fi 9 f2 E F and 
u, VE F”, it holds that f,(a) #f*(a), uf,(a) = ufi(a) = a. 
g-complete. Otherwise 
unary algebras. 
(X) for every class 2V of unary algebras. More 
vskii’s criterion, then TC is a+omplete, and hence, 
§P,,(TtY) is a proper subclass of the class of all 
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Theorem 4.16. For arbitrary jnite class X of unary algebras and unary algebra A, it 
is decidable whether A E HSP, (X). 
Since, for every X and i 22, P,,(%)E P&(X) E. P&Q, from Theorem 4.15 we 
obtain HSP,,(X) = HSP,(X) for all i 3 2. Hence, the above results resolve each of 
our problems for the general product and the aj-products with i a 2. Let us however 
note the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.17. A class X is a,-complete (g-complete) for the class X of all 1 -unary 
algebras if and only if either an A in Xsatisfies LetiCevskii’s criterion or X is an injnite 
a1 -complete class for the class of all 1 -unary algebras. Thus, a finite class X is 
cu,-complete (g-complete) for the class of all I-unary algebras if and only if it is 
az-complete or equivalently, g-complete. 
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